This is to declare that the product:

**LATEX CALIBRATORS**

**REF:** SI 305.400-A / SI 305.402-A

**IS NOT CLASSIFIED AS HAZARDOUS**

According to OSHA 29 CFR 1910 requirements and to Hazardous Products Regulations (HPR) (SOR/2015-17)

Therefore:

- The product listed above does not contain substances classified as hazardous under the referenced regulations; and
- is non-hazardous to the environment and poses no health risk or physical hazard
- the preparation of Safety Data Sheet is **NOT REQUIRED**.

Despite the classification as non-hazardous, we recommend carefully reviewing the product inserts/data sheets and using good laboratory practices such as avoiding unnecessary contact, immediately soak up and discard any spillage, and use of personal protective equipment (which may include chemical resistant gloves, eye protection and lab coats) during the use of any laboratory reagent.

Please remind that the product disposal must be carried out in accordance with the legislation in force and local regulations.

Please contact **sts@alifax.com** if you have any questions or need additional safety information.

The above information is believed to be correct but does not purport to be all inclusive and shall be used only as a guide. The information in this document are based on the present state of our knowledge and are applicable to the product with regard to appropriate safety precautions. It does not represent any guarantee of the properties of the product. Alifax S.r.l., shall not be held liable for any damage resulting from handling or from contact with the above product. See reverse side of invoice or packing slip for additional terms and conditions of sale. License grantee to make unlimited paper copies for internal use only. The product is to intend exclusively for In Vitro Diagnostic use and must be used by qualified personnel. Do not use for pharmaceutical, domestic or other purposes.